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Key Performance Indicators (KPI’s) are the lifeblood of most service 

organizations. Service executives and senior service management, measure 

and monitor select KPI’s on a regular basis, to gauge the overall health of both 

their service business and customer experiences.

Over the years, service KPI’s have changed and with the immergence of IoT, 

Predictive Service and Servitization, there is sure to be additional changes to 

KPI’s in the next few years.

That being said, the vast majority of service organizations still measure and 

monitor a “standard set” of universal KPI’s. In fact, ServiceMax recently 

published a white paper titled, The Universal 9 Service Performance Metrics 

and How They Impact Your Business. In the paper they list the 9 most 

common KPI’s that service organizations currently measure.

They are:

1. First Time Fix Rate

2. Mean Time to Repair/Service/Install

3. Contract Attach Rate

4. Leakages

5. Net Promoter Score

6. Service Level Agreement (SLA)

7. Technician Utilization

8. Upsell/Cross-sell

9. Asset Uptime

I would make the argument that some of these are less important than others 

and in fact, most of the service organizations I work with measure between 5-

7 KPI’s, with 9 being a stretch for the vast majority.

Of particular interest is the impact that Help Lightning’s Virtual Expertise 

solution has on these universal KPI’s. Virtual Expertise has come a long way in 

a short period of time. As little as two years ago, Virtual Expertise 

technologies were seen by most service executives as a “cool technology” and 

a “nice to have” but not one that was critical to the overall success of their 

service organization. 

As Virtual Expertise technology improved, customer demands became more 

pressing (thanks to Uber, Amazon and Disney), experienced technicians 

started to retire, service revenue and margin pressures took on greater 

importance as product sales declined and service organizations started to 

migrate toward servitization, Virtual Expertise began to take a prominent 

place in service organizations standard delivery models. 
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And then came the Coronavirus pandemic and overnight, service

organizations were forced to transform how they service their customers.

Agility and change became the basis for service success and more and more

service leaders looked to Virtual Expertise technologies to service customers

remotely, as they were unable or unwilling to dispatch field service engineers

to customer sites.

Over the past 5 months, Help Lightning has seen an explosion in both new

customers as well as the overall use of our solution among current customers.

Customers use of our technology has increased by 400% during that time and

most of our customers service organizations have now embedded Help

Lightning into their standard service process. It is becoming the natural and

accepted way in which they service their customers.

But use of the technology is not enough to justify the investment in it. Service

executives are looking at the impact that Virtual Expertise has on the business

goals that they laid out for the project and these goals almost always center

around these service KPI’s.

Let’s start by looking at First Time Fix Rate (FTFR). In my opinion, this is the

most important KPI. The Holy Grail of service metrics. The reason is that FTFR

has a direct impact on most of the other KPI’s that were listed above,

specifically Technician Utilization, Asset Uptime and Net Promoter Scores

(NPS). By using Help Lightning’s solution, our customers have seen significant

increases and improvements in FTFR. The ability for a Technical Support

Representative to see their customers problem and be there virtually, allows

them to provide service as if they are standing next to their customer or Field

Service Engineer and improves the likelihood that the problem will be fixed

the first time. By seeing the nature of the problem, service teams can be sure

that the right engineer, with the right product knowledge and skill level,

carrying the right part, will be dispatched and well equipped to fix the issue

on the first visit.
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Next let’s look at Mean Time To Repair (MTTR). I have done a number of

customer satisfaction surveys that measure the experience that customers

have with service organizations. In a nutshell, customers want three things

when working with service organizations. They want a quick response to their

problems, they want a fast and complete resolution to their problem, and

they want their experience to be easy and effortless, void of friction. MTTR

measures problem resolution time. By using a Virtual Expertise solution, the

ambiguity of verbal discussions is eliminated and the ability to see the

problem in real time, virtually put your hands or tools into the customers

environment and work hand in hand with the customer or field technician

results in less time to repair. Our customers have seen MTTR decrease by

over 30% when using our solution.

Lastly, let’s focus on Technician Utilization. Service executives are challenged

to get their teams to be more productive. To take more calls in the call center

or to make more service visits to customers in the field. Customers expect

same day service, when often times that is impossible given travel

restrictions, limited coverage in certain parts of the country or the world and

reduction in work force size. Through the use of a Virtual Expertise solution,

service organizations are seeing reductions in dispatches, often by up to 50%,

elimination of no-fault found service visits (these are killers of utilization and

NPS), improvements in Remote Resolution Rates and are spending less time

on customer sites, yet fixing more problems the first time. These outcomes

directly impact the productivity and utilization of both technical support

agents and field service engineers, allowing service leaders to do more with

less.

As service organizations continue their transformation, service KPI’s will

change but they will remain the measuring stick for overall performance.

Expect to see service organizations begin to focus on Remote Resolution

Rates (RRR) and Time To Remote Resolution (TTRR). The Virtual Expertise

market will continue to provide service teams effective and efficient ways to

service customers as we enter the “next normal”. The positive impact they

have had thus far is well documented. The future holds even greater promise.
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About Help Lightning

Service organizations and call centers across a variety of industries rely on 

Help Lightning’s virtual expertise software to improve first-time fix rates, 

extend their workforce capacity and improve customer satisfaction.

Using Help Lightning on an existing mobile device or web-browser, experts 

can visually collaborate with a colleague or customer as though they were 

working side-by-side. With Help Lightning, service experts can show a 

resolution, not just describe it, even from a thousand miles away. 

Learn more at HelpLightning.com

https://helplightning.com/

